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Connecting the Nintendo® 64 Controller

To play *Quake II*, connect a controller to socket one located on the front panel of the control deck.

If you change the connection during the game, you will need to turn the power OFF to make the connection active.

**Rumble Pak™/Controller Pak**

The *Quake II* game is compatible with the Rumble Pak accessory. Before using it, read the Rumble Pak accessory instruction booklet carefully.

Anytime you start a game, you will be prompted to insert your Rumble Pak at that time. If you are not using a Rumble Pak, select "Do not use" Pak, and your game will begin without it. If "Do not use" is chosen, then you will not be able to use the Rumble Pak in a new game unless you power OFF or reset the Control Deck. Remember, it is important to only switch your Rumble Pak and Controller Pak when prompted to do so.

**N64 Expansion Pak**

This game is compatible with the N64 Expansion Pak. Before using the N64 Expansion Pak, please read the N64 Expansion Pak Instruction Booklet carefully as it contains important information about the safety and use of this accessory. *Quake II* will automatically detect a correctly installed Expansion Pak and enable the additional features.

---

**Control Stick Function**

The Nintendo 64 Control Stick uses an analog system to read the angles and directions of its movement. This allows subtle control that is not possible using the conventional + Control Pad.

When turning the Control Deck power ON, do not move the Control Stick from its neutral position on the controller.

If the Control Stick is held at an angled position (as shown in the picture on the left) when the power is turned ON, this position will be set as neutral. This will cause games using the Control Stick to operate incorrectly.

To reset the neutral position once the game has started, let go of the Control Stick so it can return to its center position (as shown in the picture on the left) then press START while holding the L and R Buttons.

The Control Stick is a precision instrument—make sure not to spill liquids or place any foreign objects into it. If you need assistance, contact a Nintendo Authorized Repair Center.

**Controller Pak Menu**

Press and hold START upon powering up or reset to access the Controller Pak menu. This will allow you to view and delete game notes from a Nintendo 64 Controller Pak. Follow on-screen instructions to Exit or Delete Notes.
**Menu Selections**

- Control Pad or Control Stick Up, Down, Left or Right to highlight options.
- Press the A button to select option.
- Press the B button to go to the previous menu.

Press **START** during the game to pause and access the Options Menu (see Options, on page 13).

The above diagram displays the default controller configuration for *Quake II*. You can select one of five other preset configurations, or modify the controller configuration the way you want. See Setup Controller, on page 14, for instructions.
THE STORY

Intelligence reports are sketchy at best, but what we do know is this: The Strogg, a formidable cybernetic race, is determined to conquer Earth's population and have launched attacks against our planet. They are an unstoppable evil and they have no reservations about fulfilling their insidious plan—the annihilation of every living thing on Earth.

But Earth has a plan as well. You.

You're a Space Marine. Special Operations; elite among the Forces. You've been dropped behind enemy lines to carry out a reconnaissance mission of the Strogg's home planet. Your objectives are clear: Infiltrate. Destroy. Survive!

Stop the Strogg plan to wipe out Earth and her inhabitants.

MAIN MENU

Press the Control Pad Up or Down to move the highlight to your desired selection, then press the A button to select that item. Press the B button to go back to the previous menu.

Start

Select this option to start a single or multiplayer game. The Mode menu will then appear where you can choose to begin a single or multiplayer game. If you select Single from this menu, you will be prompted to start a new game and select a skill level (see The Basics of Play, on page 19), or load a game from a controller pak (see Loading Saved Games, on page 17). If you select Multi from this menu, you will be prompted to set up a multiplayer game.

Multiplayer

If you haven't played Quake II in one of these four multiplayer modes, you haven't played Quake II. You can play against up to three of your friends (or enemies) in either Deathmatch, FragTeams, FlagWars, or DeathTag. Choose your player, choose your team, choose your arena, and let the bloody battle begin.

Note: You must have more than one controller connected to the Nintendo 64 in order to play the multiplayer games. Before connecting additional controllers, turn the Nintendo 64 off.

Power Ups

Frags

Health

Ammo

Armor
Starting Multiplayer Games

1. From the main menu select the **Start** option.
2. From the Mode screen select the **Multi** option.
3. At the Multiplayer game select screen, select which game you would like to play.
4. Select the number of players.
5. Use the Team selection screen or the Identity selection screen to choose your character and set up your individual player options (see Selecting Identity or Selecting Teams, on page 11).
6. From the Arena Selection screen press the **Control Pad Up** or **Down** to move the highlight to the arrows below the arena picture, then use the **Control Pad Left** or **Right** to select an arena. After selecting an arena move the highlight to the **Accept** option and press the **A** button.

Multiplayer Game Types

There are four game types included in *Quake II*. Each game has its own unique rules, scoring, and method for winning. Any of the multiplayer games can be played with 2-4 players in any of the eight arenas. The fraggin’ possibilities are almost endless.

**DEATHMATCH**

The one and only! Deathmatch games are an every man for himself, free for all war! In deathmatch there are no teams, and no flags. The only objective is to kill your enemies, and kill them often.

**Rules of Deathmatch**

There is only one rule in Deathmatch – Kill or be Killed!

**Deathmatch Scoring**

You are scored one Frag Point for every kill. The player with the most Frag points at the end of the game wins. The Score screen that appears after the game displays the standings of that game based on Frag Points. The winner’s name and score will be glowing.

**FRAGTEAMS**

Team up to destroy your opponents in an all out battle for Frag points. This game can be played in 2-on-2, 2-on-1, or 3-on-1 competitions, so team up and get righteous!

**Rules of FragTeams**

1. Kill members of the other team.
2. Damage from your weapons does not hurt your teammates.
3. If you have set a frag limit in the Multiplayer options, it only applies to a single player’s Frag Points and not to the combined team Frag Points. If a frag limit is set, the match will end when one of the players on a team has reached the frag limit, however the winners will be determined by which team has the most combined Frag Points.

**FragTeams Scoring**

You are scored one Frag Point for every kill. Frag Points from all team members are added together to determine which team is the winner. The Score screen that appears after the game displays the standings for each player based on individual Frag Points. The team with the most combined Frag Points (winning team) will be glowing.

**FLAGWARS**

You’ve never played Capture the Flag like this. Not only does capturing the opponents flag give you a Capture Point, it results in some of the greatest carnage ever. What are you waiting for – Dinosaurs in fog?

**Rules of FlagWars**

1. Each team has a “home base” where their flag is positioned. You will want to protect your flag at the base.
2. Steal the other team’s flag by touching it, and carry it back to your base.
3. To score a Capture, carry the other team’s flag back to your base and touch your flag. This will score a capture and also frag all of the players on the other team.
4. When a flag carrier is killed, the flag is dropped at the spot of the kill. If the flag is your flag, touch it to instantly return it to your base. If the flag is the opposing team’s, you can pick it up and attempt to score a Capture.
FlagWars Scoring
You are scored one Capture Point for every enemy flag you return to your flag with. Capture Points from all team members are added together to determine which team is the winner. You are also scored one Frag Point for every kill and for every opposing team member that is fragged when you Capture their flag. The Score screen that appears after the game, displays the standings for each player based on individual Frag Points. The team with the most combined Capture Points (winning team) will be glowing. It is important to remember that a player or team can have more Frag Points and still lose the game because they have less Capture Points.

Bonus: For a twist on the FlagWar rules, have every player join the same team (i.e. red team). In this example, all of the players (red) will be competing to capture the blue flag and return it to the red flag. When a player scores a capture, it kills all of the other players. The winner of the game will be the player with the most Capture Points.

DEATHTAG
This ain't no school yard tag game - that's why we call it DeathTag. Grab the flag and hold onto it for as long as you can - though don't forget to look out for that rocket sailing at your head.

Rules of DeathTag
1. There is one red flag in the arena. Touch the flag to take it.
2. Hold onto the flag for as long as you can.
3. Kill the player with the red flag.
4. The game only keeps track of your time to beat in a single flag carrying. The game is not based on accumulated time.

DeathTag Scoring
The clock starts at 0:00 when you grab the flag. Hold onto the flag for as long as possible. When you are fragged the clock stops. The player with the most amount of time holding the flag during a single flag carrying is the winner. The Score screen appears after the game and displays the standings for each player based on individual Frag Points. The player with the most amount of time in a single flag carrying is the winner and will be glowing. Remember that a player can have more Frag Points and still lose the game because they have a shorter time holding the flag.

Selecting Identity
After you have selected one of the non-team games from the Multiplayer game selection screen and have set the number of players, the Identity screen will appear. Press the Control Pad Up or Down to move the highlight to the arrows below the various characters. Each player can then press the Control Pad Left or Right to change characters. You can also press the Control Pad Up or Down to move the highlight to the player names above their picture. Each player can then press the A button to set up their individual player (see Player, page 13). After each player has selected an identity and is set up, select the Accept option to go to the Arena Selection screen.

Selecting Teams (FragTeams, and FlagWars)
After you have selected one of the team games from the Multiplayer game selection screen and have set the number of players, the Team setup screen will appear. Press the Control Pad Up or Down to move the highlight to the arrows below the team logos. Each player can then press the Control Pad Left or Right to change teams. You can also press the Control Pad Up or Down to move the highlight to the player names above the team logos. Each player can then press the A button to set up their individual player (see Player, page 13). After each player has selected a team and is set up, select the Accept option to go to the Arena Selection screen.

Multiplayer Game Options
From the Arena Selection Screen select Options to set up your multiplayer game.
FRAG LIMIT
Press the Control Pad Left or Right to change the frag limit. When a player reaches the Frag Limit, the game will end and the score screen will be displayed. It is important to remember that hitting the Frag Limit during FlagWars, and DeathTag does not mean that you have won the game since winning those games is based on other factors (i.e., flags captured).

TIME LIMIT
Press the Control Pad Left or Right to change the time limit for the game. When time expires the score screen will appear. The player that pauses the game will have the only active controller.

Multiplayer Pause Menu
Press Start during a multiplayer game to view the Multiplayer Pause options. When you pause the game, the current game and scoring information are displayed in each player's window. The player or team in the lead will be glowing.

Arena
Use this option to change arenas without having to return to the Main menu.

Options
Once this item is selected any one of the players can select from the Options menu to change their individual settings.

Arena Exits
Within each arena there is one exit button hidden behind a secret door. Players can end the game by pushing the green button to open the hidden door, and then pushing the exit button. The current game will end and Score screen will be displayed. Press any button to exit the Score screen and start the next consecutive arena.

Player
Identity crisis? The Player option allows you to choose a character, change the name of your character, and also set up your controller configuration.

Press the Control Pad Up or Down to select the option that you want to change. To change characters, move the highlight to the arrows located beneath the player picture and press the Control Pad Left and Right.

To change the name of your character move the highlight to the player name and press the A and B buttons to change letters. Press the Control Pad Left and Right to move to the next or previous character.

To customize your gameplay and controller settings, move the highlight to the Setup option and press the A button.

Crosshair
Press the A button to toggle the Crosshair On or Off.
**Status Bar**
Use this option to change the display of information on the screen during gameplay. If this option is turned on, your health, ammunition, and armor amounts will always be displayed on the screen. If this option is turned off, the status of an item will only be displayed when it is affected (e.g., the ammunition icon and value will only appear when you shoot).

**X or Y Sensitivity**
You can adjust the Analog Control Stick’s Horizontal (X) and Vertical (Y) movement sensitivity.

**Auto Center**
When Auto Center is turned On, your view will automatically be centered when you move forward or backward.

**Always Run**
Use this option to control the default speed with which your character moves through the environment. If you turn Always Run Off, you will want to have one of your controller buttons set to the Speed option. This will allow you to walk through the environment, and run when you press the speed button.

**Setup Controller**
Press the Control Pad Left and Right to choose from several preset controller configurations, or to customize your configuration:
1. Press the Control Pad Up or Down to highlight the control that you want to modify.
2. Press the Control Pad Left or Right to cycle through the button functions until you find the function you want assigned to that button.
3. Repeat the process to configure all the buttons you want to change, then press the B button to accept the changes and exit to the Player Setup menu.

**System**
The System menu allows you to make volume adjustments to the sound FX and game music, adjust the brightness of the game, and center the game on your TV screen.

**Center**
If your video display doesn’t seem quite centered, you can adjust it with this option. Press the A button to select it, then use your Control Stick to move the display wherever you want it.

**Reset**
To return all of the system settings to their default values, highlight the Reset option and press the A button.

**Load Setup**
With a Controller Pak inserted in your controller, you can load your saved options and up to four controller configurations. Setups are automatically loaded when you turn on Quake II.

**Save Setup**
With a Controller Pak inserted in your controller, you can save your customized options and all the controller configurations.
PAUSE OPTIONS

Press Start during a game to view the Pause options. When you pause the game, your current game information is displayed at the bottom of the screen. The game information box displays the time spent on that level, and the number of kills and secrets.

Weapons
This is your available arsenal of firepower. You can scroll through the available weapons by pressing Up and Down on the Control Pad or Control Stick. Press the A button to select the highlighted weapon and return to the game. Press the B button to exit.

Mission
As if killing every last Strogg wasn’t enough of a cause. You can use this feature to view your current mission objective.

Restart
Select this to restart the current map, but remember you will lose any items and weapons you have accumulated in the map.

LOADING (SAVED GAMES)

Loading Saved Games
Whenever you load or save games, you will be prompted to Create a Game Note if you have not done so already.

Once you create a Game Note this option will no longer appear as long as the game note exists on the Pak. Select Do Not Save to bypass using a Controller Pak.

If you need to delete files from a full Controller Pak, refer to the Controller Pak menu (page 3).

Loading Saved Games
Select Load from the Start Game menu to restore a saved game. With a Controller Pak inserted in your controller, the game will detect it and the Controller Pak screen will be displayed.

If you don’t have a Controller Pak, you’ll be prompted to insert one. If you choose not to use a Controller Pak, the Password screen will appear. Read below for information regarding both restore methods.

Controller Pak
With A Controller Pak inserted into your controller, it’s much easier to load and restore a saved game.

Move the highlight to the saved game you want to restore, then press the A button to restore.

The Rumble Pak screen will then appear (see Rumble Pak, page 2) before you can begin your restored game.
**Password**
Following each completed map, a password will appear. Write it down, then use this option to enter it later and continue your game the next time you power up to play.

A password uniquely encodes your arsenal, armor and your map achievement.

To enter a password, just press your Control Pad in any direction to select a character, then press the A button to select the character. Press the Z button to delete a character.

Repeat the process until you’ve entered the complete password. If you entered a valid password, you will begin your restored game.

---

**Goal of the Game**
The goals of *Quake II* are divided into a series of missions or objectives. During the game your digital ocular implant provides you with each new objective. It is important to regularly review this information.

**Skill**
It is important to select the correct skill level before you begin your assault on the deadly Strogg. These guys are as tough as they look, and if you don’t have what it takes, you may find yourself quickly transformed into a small pile of gibs on the floor of a Strogg freighter. Choose carefully...

**EASY**
Beginners and grandmas should start here.

**MEDIUM**
This is a great starting point for almost everyone. If you’re beaten to a bloody pulp over and over, you may want to back up and join granny on the Easy skill level.

**HARD**
You must think you are something special. Few try and even fewer succeed. Do you have what it takes for the ultimate mayhem of this skill level?
At the bottom of the game screen, the following status information is displayed to keep you up to date with your health, armor, and arsenal.

**Health**
You start out at 100%, but as you get beaten and blown up, you'll feel a bit worse. At 0%, the fat lady has sung.

**Ammunition**
The amount of ammo remaining in your active weapon is shown here.

**Armor**
Your armor protects you as long as it lasts. Keep an eye on its remaining strength, because when it is gone, you might be gone as well.

**Keys**
At the top of your screen you will see a display of special items or keys that you have picked up, and not used yet. If nothing is displayed, you are not carrying a key or special item.

---

**Quake II** will talk to you from time to time. Some messages appear at the top of the screen. These are non-critical, and tell you that you've picked up an object. Certain messages will appear in the middle of the screen. These are always important, and you do not want to ignore them!
ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS

**Slime:** All over Stroggoes are pools of toxic waste from their refineries. This slime eats away at your flesh unless protected by an enviro-suit.

**Lava:** Stroggoes has large amounts of volcanic activity. Don't go anywhere near lava unless it is absolutely necessary. An enviro-suit won't help you much.

**Water:** The water on Stroggoes is safe enough to enter without needing an enviro-suit, but remember to come up for air periodically.

**Traps:** We know very little about the internal defense systems on Stroggoes. Given their warlike nature and the importance of Cerberon to the Strogg, expect the environment to be deadly.

**Explosions:** Found all through the city are explosive radioactive containers. Stay clear of them in a fire fight or you'll end up in 46 little body bags. They're light enough to move, and short enough to jump on. Their explosive power can blow through weak areas in walls.

ENDING AND SAVING MAPS

Within each map, there is an exit. When you exit a map, an achievement screen summarizes your performance and displays: number of kills, secrets found, as well as the amount of time it took you to complete the map.

You start the new map with the same armor, weapons and ammo you had at the end of the previous map. If you have over 100% health (due to various health power-ups), you will start the new map at 100%. Also, power-ups such as the Environment Suit will not stay active between levels.

After completing each map, you will be prompted with a choice to save your progress to your Controller Pak. If you select yes, the Controller Pak screen will appear.

At the Controller Pak menu, move the highlight over the slot where you want to save, then press the A button.

The achievement screen also provides a Password for players without a Controller Pak. Write down the password, then use it to restore your game using the Load option in the Start Game menu (see Password, page 18).

**Life After Death**

If you die (which you will), you restart the map at the beginning, starting out with the same health, armor and weaponry that you entered the map with. Even the enemies that you had killed will return. We told you this wasn't going to be easy.
**ARSENAL**

**Blaster:** This is the standard issue rechargeable energy side-arm. It does not require ammunition. Useful for taking down Guards as well as exploding barrels and setting off shootable buttons and secret doors. Keep one on you at all times.

**Shotgun:** This uses shells for ammunition. The spread of the shotgun blast makes close combat more damaging, but long range attacks easier. Perfect for the less than proficient marksman. The shotgun is effective against Strogg Guards and Flyers.

**Super Shotgun:** This is the uncompromising big brother to the Shotgun. Choose your shots effectively. The slow firing rate may only give you a few chances to bring down the enemy before he's able to engage you up close. It eats more shells than the Shotgun, but the show is well worth it.

**MachineGun:** Although this weapon is easy to use, its light weight allows for considerable vibrations that may make you less accurate. Fire in short bursts until you can effectively steady your aim.

**ChainGun:** The chain gun makes mince meat out of your enemy, but requires an insane amount of ammunition. The long spin up and spin down time makes the chain gun most effective for sustained attacks.

**Grenade Launcher:** The grenade launcher is useful for delivering firepower into hard to reach areas or clearing out potential ambushes. We do not recommend using the grenade launcher in confined areas.

**Rocket Launcher:** The rocket launcher delivers heavy fire power to your target. Be careful not to use this weapon in close combat.

**HyperBlaster:** The hyper blaster is an energy chain gun with no spin up delay. Its high rate of fire is incredibly effective at destroying the enemy and depleting your energy cells.

**RailGun:** The Rail Gun fires depleted uranium slugs at super high velocities. Take note of the distinctive blue corkscrew trail of smoke caused by the projectile — or better yet, see how many scumbag Stroggs it goes through before it hits steel.

**BFG 10K:** Big, uh, freakin' gun. This weapon redefines the word “wallpaper.” Simply fire the BFG into a small room of unsuspecting Strogg and watch the light show.
MILITARY SUPPLIES

Pick up these helpful items whenever possible. All of the items take effect when picked up.

**Ammo:** There are five major ammo types: shells, cells, bullets, grenades, and rockets. Except for the blaster, you must have ammunition to use a weapon. Each ammo type has a maximum you can carry.

**Armor:** There are three armor types: Flak Jacket, Combat Suit, and Body Armor. Each one provides a certain amount of protection against both normal attacks and energy weapon attacks. If you take enough hits, your armor strength depletes down to nothing, so seek out unused breast plates. Pick up and salvage armor that is not as good as your current armor to improve your armor health.

**Armor Shards:** Special remnants of armor, which add a bit more durability to your existing protection.

**Health:** There are two types of standard health kits: First Aid and Medkits. You’ll want to keep your eyes peeled for these. They may be your only hope.

**Stimpacks:** These provide an additional boost to your health.

**Silencer:** This silences the discharge of any weapon.

**Ammo Pack:** This allows you to carry more ammo on your back.

**Environment Suit:** This protects you against damage from hazardous liquids, such as Slime.

**Power Amplifier:** Temporarily multiplies all your weapon’s strengths by four times. Let the gibbing begin!

**Invulnerability:** The invulnerability item renders you temporarily indestructible.

**Invisibility:** The invisibility makes you much more difficult to see, though not impossible to see.

**Mega-Health:** This slightly increases your health permanently.

**Super-Adrenaline:** This provides a temporary but significant boost to your health, but will wear off after a minute or so.

**Power Shield:** This provides improved protection against energy weapons. While it is being used, it drains energy from your cells when damaged.
THE ENEMY

LIGHT GUARD
Description: Weakest of the three processed humans, armed solely with a simple blaster.
Defense/Weapon Analysis: Easy
Comments: Although their weapons may only sting, they may attack in packs or summon help from the big dogs.

SHOTGUN GUARD
Description: These loyal troops have an automatic scatter gun prosthetic.
Defense/Weapon Analysis: Easy
Comments: He goes down easy, but packs a punch.

MACHINE GUN GUARD
Description: Bigger, meaner, and deadlier than above... with a machine gun for a right arm.
Defense/Weapon Analysis: Easy
Comments: They tend to charge in droves and have a sharp eye.

ENFORCER
Description: Strong, muscle-bound warrior who dishes out chain gun speed damage.
Defense/Weapon Analysis: Medium
Comments: These bullies have one objective in mind, marine - to fill your body with as much lead in the least amount of time. They can take a beating, and are effective at ducking your ammo. Also watch out for post-mortem spray from their chain gun caused by a spasm in their arm.

GUNNER
Description: The fighting elite for the Strogg, outfitted with a powerful machine gun and an automatic grenade launcher.
Defense/Weapon Analysis: Medium
Comments: This cybernetic terror eats Mutants for breakfast before coming to work - on you. He does have one weakness, though. It takes a second for his hand to open up into the machine gun so take advantage of the brief delay.

BERSERKER
Description: He has a metal spike as one arm, a hammer as another, and moves very quickly.
Defense/Weapon Analysis: Medium
Comments: This bald mutha is one deadly freak. He may hit the dirt easy, but he'll get up and is relentless in his pursuits.

IRON MAIDEN
Description: Equally as powerful as the Gunner, this femme fatale has both an arm-mounted rocket launcher and flesh tearing claws.
Defense/Weapon Analysis: Medium
Comments: The cyber-bitch from hell... not the kind of girl to take home to mom.

GLADIATOR
Description: With two massively mechanized legs and one shoulder-mounted railgun, the Gladiator is the daddy of all the adapted humanoids.
Defense/Weapon Analysis: Medium/Hard
Comments: Once targeted, you have less than a second to side-step or you're toast. Also watch for his lethal left-handed clamp grip.
THE ENEMY

MUTANT
Description: The Strogg refineries have spewed toxins into the ecosystem for untold decades causing this once docile creature to mutate into a fierce, fast, flesh tearing beast.
Defense/Weapon Analysis: Medium/Hard
Comments: Run.

FLYER
Description: A small two-winged monster, comprised of a controlling brain and a cyborg body that allows it to levitate.
Defense/Weapon Analysis: Medium/Hard
Comments: The Flyer moves fairly quickly, travels in packs, and each wing is a laser blaster.

ICARUS
Description: Relies on a huge jet packed attached to its back, with laser blasters mounted into his shoulders.
Defense/Weapon Analysis: Medium/Hard
Comments: With its durable shell, swift maneuverability, and insatiable appetite for destruction, the Icarus is an aerial nightmare.

TANK
Description: Tanks have three weapons they use at random: an arm-mounted machine gun, an arm-mounted laser blaster, and a shoulder-mounted rocket launcher.
Defense/Weapon Analysis: Hard
Comments: Get in, take your shot, and get out. Repeat as often as necessary. These metallic beasts can endure massive gunfire.
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CUSTOMER SUPPORT

Online Support

Internet: support@activision.com or http://www.activision.com

Other Contact Methods

Fax (310) 255-2151, 24 hours a day

Mail Activision, Customer Support, P.O. Box 67713, Los Angeles, CA 90067

Phone Call our 24-hour voice-mail system for answers to our most frequently asked questions at (310) 255-2050. Or contact a customer service representative at the same number between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. (Pacific Time) Monday through Friday, except holidays.

Game Hints: To get all the hints and cheats, just call (900) CALL-2-ID* or (800) ID-GAMES. Calls are 90¢ per minute (must use credit card via 800-ID-GAMES). *You must have a touch tone phone, be 18 years of age, or have parental/guardian permission to call 900-CALL-2-ID.

id Stuff: Call (800) ID-GAMES to order other outstanding id Software games.

SOFTWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT

IMPORTANT - READ CAREFULLY USE OF THIS PROGRAM IS SUBJECT TO THE SOFTWARE LICENSE TERMS SET FORTH BELOW. "PROGRAM" INCLUDES THE SOFTWARE INCLUDED WITH THIS AGREEMENT, THE ASSOCIATED MEDIA, ANY PRINTED MATERIALS, AND ANY ON-LINE OR ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTATION, AND ANY AND ALL COPIES AND DERIVATIVE WORKS OF SUCH SOFTWARE AND MATERIALS. BY OPENING THIS PACKAGE, AND/OR USING THE PROGRAM, YOU ACCEPT THE TERMS OF THIS LICENSE WITH ACTIVISION, INC. ("ACTIVISION") AND ID SOFTWARE, INC. ("ID SOFTWARE").

LIMITED USE LICENSE. Id Software and Activision grant you the non-exclusive, non-transferable, limited right and license to use one copy of this Program solely and exclusively for your personal use. All rights not specifically granted under this Agreement are reserved by Id Software and Activision. This Program is licensed, not sold. Your license confers no title or ownership in this Program and should not be construed as a sale of any rights in this Program.

OWNERSHIP. All title, rights and intellectual property rights in and to this Program and any and all copies thereof (including but not limited to any titles, computer code, themes, objects, characters, character names, stories, dialog, catch phrases, locations, concepts, artwork, animation, sounds, musical compositions, audio-visual effects, methods of operation, moral rights, and any related documentation, incorporated into this Program) are owned by Id Software and Activision. This Program is protected by the copyright laws of the United States, international copyright treaties and conventions and other laws, as applicable, and this Program contains certain licensed materials and such Licenses may protect their rights in the event of any violation of this Agreement.

YOU SHALL NOT:

• Exploit this Program or any of its parts commercially, including but not limited to use at a cyber cafe, computer gaming center or any other location-based sale.

• Rent, lease, license, distribute or otherwise transfer this Program, or any copies of this Program, without the express prior written consent of Id Software and Activision.

• Reverse engineer, decompile, disassemble, or create derivative works of this Program, in whole or in part.

• Export or re-export this Program or any copy or adaptation in violation of any applicable laws or regulations.

LIMITED WARRANTY. Id Software warrants to the original consumer purchasers of this Program that the recording medium on which the Program is recorded will be free from defects in material and workmanship for 90 days from the date of purchase. If the recording medium is found defective within 90 days of original purchase, Activision agrees to replace, free of charge, any product discovered to be defective within such period upon its receipt of the Product, postage paid, with proof of the date of purchase, as long as the Program is still being manufactured by Activision. In the event that the Program is no longer available, Activision retains the right to substitute a similar program of equal or greater value.

EXCEPT AS SET FORTH ABOVE, THIS WARRANTY IS IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, WHETHER ORAL OR WRITTEN, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING ANY WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NON-INFRINGEMENT, AND NO OTHER REPRESENTATIONS OR CLAIMS OF ANY KIND SHALL BE BINDING ON OR DELIBERATE ACTIVISION.

In the U.S. send to: Warranty Replacements, Activision, Inc., P.O. Box 67713, Los Angeles, California 90067

LIMITATION OF DAMAGES. IN NO EVENT WILL ID SOFTWARE AND ACTIVISION BE LIABLE FOR SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES INCLUDING DAMAGES TO PROPERTY, LOSS OF GOODWILL, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION AND, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, DAMAGES FOR PERSONAL INJURIES, EVEN IF ID SOFTWARE AND ACTIVISION HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. ID SOFTWARE'S AND ACTIVISION'S LIABILITY SHALL NOT EXCEED THE ACTUAL PRICE PAID FOR THE LICENSE TO USE THIS PROGRAM. SOME STATES/COUNTRIES DO NOT ALLOW LIMITATIONS ON HOW LONG AN IMPLIED WARRANTY LASTS AND/OR THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THE ABOVE LIMITATIONS AND/OR EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF LIABILITY MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. THIS WARRANTY GIVES YOU SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS, AND YOU MAY HAVE OTHER RIGHTS WHICH VARY FROM JURISDICTION TO JURISDICTION.

TERMINATION. Without prejudice to any other rights of Activision, this Agreement will terminate automatically if you fail to comply with its terms and conditions. In such event, you must destroy all copies of this Program and all of its component parts.

U.S. GOVERNMENT RESTRICTED RIGHTS. The Program and documentation have been developed exclusively for private and resale and are provided as "Commercial Computer Software" or "restricted computer software" use, duplication or disclosure by the U.S. Government or a U.S. Government subcontractor is subject to the restrictions set forth in subparagraph (c)(1)(ii) of the Rights in Technical Data and Computer Software clauses in FAR 52.227-7013 or as set forth in subparagraph (c)(1) and (2) of the Commercial Computer Software Restricted Rights clauses at FAR 52.227-18, as applicable. The Contractor/Manufacturer is Activision, Inc., 3100 Ocean Park Boulevard, Santa Monica, California 90405.

INJUNCTION. Because Id Software and Activision would be irreparably damaged if the terms of this Agreement were not specifically enforced, you agree that Id Software and Activision shall be entitled, without bond, other security or proof of damages, to appropriate equitable remedies with respect to breaches of this Agreement, in addition to such other remedies as Id Software and Activision may otherwise have under applicable laws.

INDEMNITY. You agree to indemnify, defend and hold Id Software and Activision, its partners, affiliates, contractors, officers, directors, employees, agents harmless from all damages, losses and expenses arising directly or indirectly from your acts and omissions to act in using the Product pursuant to the terms of this Agreement.

MISCELLANEOUS. This Agreement represents the complete agreement concerning this license between the parties and supersedes all prior agreements and representations between them. It may be amended only by a writing executed by both parties. If any provision of this Agreement is held to be unenforceable for any reason, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable and the remaining provisions of this Agreement shall not be affected. This Agreement shall be construed under California law as such law is applied to agreements between California residents entered into and to be performed within California, except as governed by federal laws and you consent to the jurisdiction of the state and federal courts in Los Angeles, California.

If you have any questions concerning this license, you may contact Activision at 3100 Ocean Park Boulevard, Santa Monica, California 90405, (310) 255-2000. Attn. Business and Legal Affairs, legal@activision.com.